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plained that the East India Company carried out no cloth
and thereby gave themselves a mortal blow never to be
recovered. For now they do it with that success, that they
supply Persia which was wont to be done from Smyrna and
this place". A subsequent letter (1698) stated that "the
Turkey trade is reduced to a low ebb, and there is as little
to be got by factors abroad as by our friends at home" l.
The question was referred to the Commissioners for Trade
and Plantations, who recommended (1700) that the East
India Company should not send more cloth to Persia than
it had formerly done2, but in 1715 they reported that " the
trade to Turkey has ever since lain under the same diffi-
culty"3.
In the middle of the eighteenth century another conflict Rivalry of
arose which served to illustrate afresh the jealousies bred
by commercial restraints. The Russia Company petitioned
for the right to import from Russia raw silk grown in Persia4.
A proposal for ' driving the trade of Persian silk by way
of Muscovy' had been canvassed in the reign of Charles II.,
but the objection was then raised that it would ruin the
English trade in the Mediterranean. The Levant Company
now sent such great store of commodities to Turkey that it
was actually at a loss ' to make investments for the return
of the proceeds', and Persian silk was ' one of the chiefest'.
Why, it was asked, should we lessen our trade in Turkey,
where we are like to turn the Dutch out, in order to enter
upon a trade in Russia where they are very likely to drive
us out?6 When the proposal was revived the Levant
merchants repeated the contention that it was detrimental
to the Mediterranean trade. The balance of trade, it was
alleged, was already considerably in favour of Russia and
would be increased, because no greater quantity of our
manufactures could be consumed in Russia than was at
present exported; and " though the Russia Company
should bind themselves to import no silk which was not
purchased with the manufactures of Great Britain, it would
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